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About This Content

UPDATES SINCE RELEASE

In addition to the original DLC described below, we continue to add new assets to our DLCs based on community feedback. So
far, these updates have included additional floor elements such as Lava, Mud, Oil and Swamp with liquid shader effects. Floor

standing door switches and wall mounted hand switches.
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A cool droid statue with high-quality PBR textures.
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To join the alien grey that comes with the original DLC, we have given him new friends in the form of alien green and alien
blue.

Original GameGuru Sci-Fi Mission to Mars Pack

This Sci-Fi Mission to Mars Pack brings a new style to the GameGuru world. This DLC is ideal for making space adventures
and comes with a demo game to inspire your creative juices. There are plenty of entities in this high-quality pack.

UPDATE: We have added additional content to this DLC since launch, including new drones, teleporters and collectables. We
looking forward to continuing to expand this DLC with more assets, and please let us know if you have any suggestions for new

content.

This DLC includes over 200 items! Here's a full breakdown of what's inside;
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 23 Building parts

 7 Characters (alien, space marines and a spaceman)

 11 Collectables

 73 Decals

 34 Interior sections

 21 Rocks

 43 Scenery items

 3 Martian terrains

 3 Martian skies

The pack will effortlessly install direct into your GameGuru library. When you run GameGuru and click on New Entity in the
Library you will see a new section called "SciFi Pack". Click on it to start exploring your new library resource of game assets.

All the assets in this pack are royalty free, meaning any game you make with them can be legally sold by you.
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Title: GameGuru - Sci-Fi Mission to Mars Pack
Genre: Action
Developer:
The Game Creators
Publisher:
The Game Creators
Release Date: 25 Jan, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: XP, Vista, 7, 8, 10

Processor: Intel Dual-Core 2GHz or AMD Dual-Core 2GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 400 series or AMD Radeon HD 6000 series, 1GB Video Card (Minimum Shader Model 2.0)

Storage: 4 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible Sound Card with latest drivers

English
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I loved it 10/10 great graphic the lore is great. NOW THIS IS EPIC!
A legend game of the most funny parody for gta filled with Russian memes, hilarious story and funny radio stations with some
seasoning of a Russian accent! XD
Bought it especially and only for that!
If you also like this topic so just leave everything else behind, ignore the graphics (and maybe some bugs you may find inside)
AND JUST GO go for it you won't regret about it!!!
Good Job KishMish Games! I promise to buy more games like that if you decide to release another one! :D. I don't have a lot of
experience with these sorts of games, but I'll say this: this little adventure is a delight, and I recommend it to anyone look for an
afternoon or three worth of fun. The soundtrack is really nice, and it will always hold a special place in my heart for bringing me
a little bit of unqualified happiness. Strong recommend.. there is no level to play!. add the editor back. I can't sing the praises of
this BL visual novel highly enough! This is the first visual novel I have actually ever played and oh boy, has it set my standards
high!
Beyond Eden is such an absorbing and addicting experience. When I first started playing I found myself almost instantly fixated
and couldn't stop playing for many hours.
The character dialogue and the intricacies in the characters personalities is all so diverse and well written. I really felt like I had
made a connection/bonded with the characters after learning about their personalities, history and what makes them tick.
So far I have completed Joshua's romantic ending, and it has made me one very happy fudanshi.
(I only wish that there was an Edward route)
. On the top of my favorite VR game list! This is the game I showcase for friends new to VR. Would love a Cyclone like Ticket
game (one of my child favorites).. Great game, playing in which you can just relax, great voice and music. The game is very
simplified, so that the nerves will soon be in good condition.. Cute graphics, local coop works, gamapads too. Good game to
relax shooting.. 6 Hidden object games with actually interesting plots. Some of the objects and clues are a little hard to figure
out but with enough patience and that magical "Hint" button all is well.

- These games take approximatly 1-3 hours to complete a peice.
- The stroylines follwe fairytales and folklore (which is done very well)
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A really great insight into a world still finding its voice and place. Really great doco.. While it breaks my heart to say, I'm pretty
sure this game's development is over. No updates in 6 months. Don't buy. :(. Very fun to play!

Just like in phone but on PC - BETTER! :-)

Try it out guys, it's worth of it! ;-). It was a nice and relaxing game. Although there was too much action, he had plenty of funny
moments. I would have preferred to know more about his past but only 2-3 sentences I understood quite a lot because of the
wonderful way in which the text was organized.
. This game is a whole lot of fun. It takes your roguelite elements and pairs them up with a challenging side scrolling shooter
game. The unlocks are cool and there are tons to collect. The game is extremely challenging right at the very beginning, so I am
looking forward to seeing how hard it gets.

The graphics are cool and the characters are likable. If you like similar game you will love this one. Highly recommend.. I'm no
stranger to "Megaman-like" games, as I pratically cut my teeth on a copy of Megaman 2. This being said, I want to like this. I
see a lot of potential in METAGAL, but the controls do need some more polishing. The overall feel of the game is like an NES
emulator running at a higher speed than usual, making simple things like dash-jumps and even attacking while jumping a chore.
The visual style is retro, which is part of the charm of these types of games. The music... I can't say I played long enough to fully
comment on; the controls and/or "speed" of the game made me want to quit playing.
As the game is now, I can't say I'd recommend it, but as a work-in-progress, I'll be looking forward to seeing what new updates
bring. I'm hesitant to give this a simple thumbs-up/down rating, seeing as how I want to see this game bloom into something
amazing, but I'll change it when/if it becomes better.
. Crazy Machines Elements is a 2011 game from the Crazy Machines series, could be called "Crazy Machines 3". It's a game of
Incredible Machines genre, where you have to solve the linear puzzles by placing lacking elements in the contraption. This game
also came out for Xbox 360 and PS4. If I am not mistaking, those versions had leaderboards implented, while Steam version
doesn't make use of any online features. Even achievements are done in game itself, no Steam ones.

And presentation is really great here. The graphics are really amazing. Well, sure, maybe technical side lacks whatever graphics-
crazy people are hyped over nowadays, but with more colrful and nice art style it gives us incredibly atmosphere. Each element
appears more of toy-like, jolly for eyes. Thanks to that, you can tell away what contraption is about from the first look, unlike
Crazy Machines 2 where you had to focus to tell away what is what. Well, game sure doesn't try to be too realistical, you suck
UFOs into vaccum cleaner there after all.
Music playes it safe. Nothing terribly original or memoriable. But it's great and doesn't repeat often, helping you to immerse
yourself on thinking over the puzzle.

The game takes place at outdoor placed, like Professor's backyard, where he screws gravity up with his inventions with no care
for neighbours. Professor himself finally took care of his hair and rarely appears in the game itself, not even talking to you
anymore. Actually, there isn't even hint on intro plot for puzzles anymore. Previous games had little instructions written for each
puzzles, like "I need that basketball to 1v1 Einstein". But that's not something people will miss anyway.

Outdoor enviroments not only give you gorgeous scenery, but you also can't place elements just in air. You can place them only
on the walls, in whatever way they are placed. The layout of the wall can also give you visual clues to help you. And you will
have to appericate that, as there is no hints system in this game. You will have to figure it out on your own and with visual clues.
At least it doesn't have cheap puzzles with ridiculous solutions like Crazy Machines 1 does.

Gameplay-wise it's somewhere closer to the first Crazy Machines. If you don't know, Crazy Machines 2 was more focused on
building and connecting complex systems of gears and pipes and lasers. Elements reverts gear system back to simplicity of the
first title.
Completely removes steam pipes. Less things to do with laser. Perhaps it tries to focus more on physical puzzles, removing
every other fluff and "time-wasting" parts. Even dominoes aren't in this game. It does add few more elements and focuses on
Elements. Well, or more exactly electricity and fire. And how bolt of electricity can set things on fire. And wind messing your
experiements up too.
As said, think of Crazy Machines 1, with slightly different focus. At least I don't miss having to decide if I need small, medium
or large gear in CM2.

Oh, and now description of each elements shows you a bunch of icons too, that explains it's special properties, like "can be set
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on fire, can be tied to rope". If you get stuck, feel free to check each elements. Perhaps you will find out that some element is
electricity conductor too.

Oh, and bonus. Instead of providing bonus objective, there are now golden gears placed through the puzzle level. They have to
be touched by elements to be picked up, and you should get them all to count puzzle as 100% complete in a proper way. It's
developers way of making sure that those who want to fully beat the game have to fully find the most complete solution. But I
have to say, in some puzzles I found some elements aren't needed to solve them. No idea.

Didn't go without technical flaws though. While it's not as broken as Crazy Machines 2, it still got some small stuff. Mostly, rare
cases of physics bugs. When placement of unrelated to chain reaction element may lead to change in behavior of another object.
I also think that in rarely I encountered some slight placement-grid part, where element seemed slightly misplaced on the grid.
Could be just me. But sometimes it may be good to restart the puzzle fully, just in case.

The game has three modes to play:

Puzzles - Your classic Crazy Machines puzzles where you have to place given elements to solve the contraption. There are 100
of them, plus 40 from DLCs.

Challenge - Now that's something new to the series. For those who complained about linear puzzles. Instead you have simple
goal and then given full list of elements, with some of them locked for sake of challenge. And you are given 2000 or so points
that you spend by placing elements of different costs. Game also tracks the amount of elements and time it took you to beat the
challenge. The less the better.
There are around 20 challenges, plus 10 from DLCs. They are either easy, designed for sake of getting high score, or quite a
tough nut to crack. Lost of placement tweaking around.
I know that consoles has online leaderboard for this mode, so you could see all the creative ways that players solved challenges
by. But in Steam version you will not challenge anybody, I am afraid. Just beat the stages.
Not really fan of this mode myself.

Editor - Your usual sandboxish editor that allows you to build contraptions. Some silly fun, I guess. You can build proper
puzzles too. But there is no online feature to share your creations. I didn't even find the file where puzzles are saved. So, I am
afraid, you may not have fun with community works and not going to awe online friends. Dissapointing.

So, in conclusion, Crazy Machines Elements, while not being true continuation of Crazy Machines 2 ideas, still delivers.
Combined with presenation, it's one of the best Incredible-genre games you will find on the Steam. Not to mentioning that it
doesn't have technical problems of CM2, nor cheap ridiculous puzzles of CM1. So, all the fun.. Adictive !!!. It was quite the
wait but it finally happend fantastic game and took me a while to figure out some of hiden things so glad i could help you guys
make it happen would recommend it to all my friends thanks
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